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SUMMARY
As a first step toward automatic STADAN Station scheduling,
i a computer program is written to; (1) relieve the STADAN stationa.r
scheduler from sifting through volumes of predicted satellite op-
erations (i.e., Operational Predictions for Satellites) data to obtain
the data necessary for station scheduling; (2) save the STADAN
station scheduler the time, labor, and perhaps human errors of
transferring the scheduling data to a station scheduling sheet or
chart; and (3) place the scheduling data in a format more suitable
for scheduling. The computer program is described in sufficient
p`
.0
detail to enable anyone with a minimal understanding of general
computer programming to operate it.
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO IMPROVE
STADAN STATION SCHEDULING*
INTRODUCTION
The Space Data Control Branch, in response to a request from the Network
Engineering Operations Division, initiated a study to determine the applicability
of high-speed digital computers to station scheduling. The study was to cul-
minate with the Space Data Control Branch writing a computer program(s) to
save the belabored station scheduler from being devoured by the ever increasing
volumes and complexities of predicted satellite operations data which he utilizes
to schedule the STADAN stations. The purpose of this technical note is to report
that the Space Data . Control Branch, in the person of the author, has written a
computer program to: ( 1) edit the predicted satellite operations data, as cal-
culated• by the revised GSFC orbital programs, extracting only pertinent sched-
uling data; (2) generate or calculate new predicted satellite operations data when
the time interval (during a station pass') of successive predicted satellite op-
erations data points (as calculated by the revised GSF'C orbital programs) equals
or exceeds two minutes; and (3) place the results of (1) and (2) in a format, as
illustrated in Figure 1, which is more suitable for station scheduling. (NOTE: all
satellite and STADAN station conflicts, at any arbitrary time, will be im-
mediately apparent on "first sight" inspection).
During the initiation of the study, the Space Data Control Branch made plans
to write, in addition to the aforementioned computer program (PHASE I), a
second computer program (PHASE II) which would resolve all scheduling con-
Diets and otherwise make all station scheduling decisions which, heretofore,
have been a manual operation.. Those plans were later- suspended. After PHASE I
i:^ put into operation and proven itself, an effort can be made to write PHASE H
or a PHASE II-tyke computer program.
The PHASE I computer program is mostly written in the FORTRAN IV 	 1
language. However, several control cards of the IBM 7090/7094 IBSYS OPER-
ATING SYSTEM GENERALIZED SORTINd SYSTEM are utilized along with
several MAP routines for multireel output (i.e., the END OF FILE (EOF) mark
is written automatically when the END' OF TAPE (EOT) reflective spot is sensed
p
*STADAN is the denotation of SPACE TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION NETWORK.
STATION SCHEDULING is defined to be the allocation of tke service time of a STADAN
station to the satellites which pass through the station's field of tracking . and data acquisition.
(STATION PASS is defined to be a-passing of the satellite through the station's field of tracking
and data acquisition.
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while writing. Reel switching occurs after the EOF is written). The listed
"deck names" (i.e., FRW B, FRWD, FSLI, FXEM, NOSYS, and GOSYS) within the
PHASE I computer program, as shown in APPENDIX A, represent binary pro-
gram decks. which constitute modified IBM FORTRAN IV subroutines (written
in MAP). These binary decks are utilized to enable T&DS' IBM 7094(s) at GSFC
to: (1) read the next file, if desired by the programmer, after encountering the
EOF mark on an input tape; and (2) use the record, as read the 100th time, if
the 'permanent read redundancy" error condition is encountered.
The FORTRAN statements, SORT control cards or instructions, MAP
routines, and the aforementioned "deck names" of the PHASE I computer pro-
gram are given in APPENDIX A.
SUBPROGRAMS OF PHASE I
The computer program of PHASE I consists of three subprograms as follows:
SUBI-)ROGRAM 1: (1) Edit the predicted satellite operations data, as calculated
by the revised GSFC orbital programs, extracting only
pertinent scheduling data; (2) generate or calculate new pre-
dicted satellite operations data when the time interval (during
a station pass) of successive predicted satellite operations
data points (as calculated by the revised GSFC orbital pro-
grams) equals or , exceeds two minutes; and (3) place the
results of (1) and (2) in a format suitable for sorting internally
on the IBM 7090/7094.
SUBPROGRAM 2: " Sort the results of (3) of subprogram l on the IBM 7090/7094
with respect to date, time, station, and satellite.
SUBPROGRAM-3: Place the results of subprogram 2 in the final format as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.
ON SUBPROGRAM 1
Input Data Cards
_	
f
For a "run" of subprogram 1, (n + 1) + c data cards are input for n satellites
of input data, where c is the total number of continuation cards. That- is, exclud-
ing the continuation cards, one data card is input for each satellite of input data
]^ its a data card which contains the total number (i.e., n) of satellites whose data
are input into the computer for the "run" of subprogram 1.
3
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The parameters on the input data cards of subprogram 1 are defined as
follows:
TNSATL = total number of satellites whose data are input into the computer
for a "run" of subprogram 1.
Z = an alphabetic or non-numerical character assigned to the satellite,
whose data are input into the computer for a "run" of subprogram 11
to: (1) indicate, in the final output, that the satellite is in the field
of tracking and data acquisition of a STADAN station but is not in
the sunlight; and (2) identify the satellite and its column of data, in
the final output, when TNSATL does not exceed the total number of
alphabetic and "usable" special characters. (NOTE: If TNSATL
exceeds the total .
 number of alphabetic' (26) and "usable' special
characters, it is suggested that numbers or numerical characters,
assigned to, the satellites by subprogram 1, be used to identify the
satellites and their columns of data in the final-output (these
numerical characters, obtainable from the on-line print-out of
subprogram 1, would be inserted. with the input data of subprogram 3-
as the values of the parameter NOT(I)), with Z ;= A for all satel-
lites whose data are input into the, computer for the "run" of sub-
program 1) .
JPSI	 An assigned elevation angle such.that the subprogram 1 input data
of any pass of the satellite through the field . of tracking and data
acquisition of any STADAN station will be deleted if the maximum
elevation angle of the satellite during the pass does not equal or
exceed it. (NOTE: With a minor modification in the subprogram 1_
computer program, JPSI can be varied for each STADAN station'.
which is scheduled to track and/or, acquire data from the satellite.)
KEY = Number (0, 1, or 2) which enables the program operator to "inform"
the computer of the number of files and their arrangement on the
subprogram 1 input reel(s) of predicted operations data for a	 f
satellite:
KEY = 0 ,> every input reel of predicted operations data for the
satellite has only one file.
a
KEY 1 =a first input reel of predicted operations data for the
satellite has two and only two files while each of the
}	 other input reels, if any, has one and only one.
4
a "second" input reel of predicted operations data
for Lie satellite has two and only two files while each
of the other input reels including the first (i.e., reel
which contains identific a tions and World Map data)
has only one. (NOTE: Due to the format revision of
the predicted satellite operations data and the sub-.
Sequent modification of subprogram 1, it is not neces-
sary to use "KEY = 2 11 . When, due to identification
and World Map data, two files appear on any input reel
except the first, eliminate and don't input the reel(s)
of identification and World Map data which precede
the "two file reel." Then, treat the "two file reel" as
the firstinput reel of predicted operations data for the
satellite, and set K = 1. It is assumed, based on-
past operations, that the identification and World Map
data will precede, on the input reels of predicted
operations data for the satellite, the predicted op-
erations data.)
k
i.
KEY =2>
NOS
	
	
total number of STADAN stations whose data are to be deleted dur-
ing the "run" of subprogram 1.
NOSTAT = six character name of STADAN station whose data are to be deleted
during the "run" of subprogram 1. (NOTE: the order of the names
of the NOSTAT stations on the input data card(s) is not important).
NOSTAT(L) = NOSTAT in the Lth position of the linear array of NOSTAT(S) on
(L 1,2, ,.. , the input data card.
NOS)
It -nay be worthwhile to note that, in order to delete all of the predicted
satellite operations data of a satellite, the program operator merely does not
input the data of that satellite. The above statement assumes, based on lbast
operations, that the predicted satellite operations data of two or, more satellites
are not contained on the same reel.
x	 Memory Allocations
One hundred (100) core memory locations have been allocated for the
STADAN stations (see the parameter JSTAT in the Dimension statement of
subprogram 1 APPENDIX A). If necessary, the program operator may allocate
additional (up to or beyond several •thousand on the IBM 7094) core memory
5
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locations for the STADAN stations. The core memory allocations of the parameter
NOSTAT may be adjusted accordingly. Due to one or two adjustment "gimmicks"
in the computer program, it will never be necessary to allocate additional core
memory locations for any of the other parameters in the DIMENSION statement.
In fact, the core memory allocations of JTIM, MINS, JEL, JCHAR, JDAY, JDATE,
NTIM, NEL, NCHAR, NDAY, and NDATE, respectively, may be decreased if
several FORTRAN statements are adjusted accordingly. (NOTE: the core
memor allocations of each of the aforementioned
	 t	 JTIIVI MINSy	 parame ers (i.e.,
JEL.......... ) may be decreased to (but not less than) two locations).
However, if, within the predicted satellite operations data, there exists a large
number of station passes such that the number of minutes in the duration of each
station pass is greater than the core memory allocations of JTIM, MINS, JfFL,
JCHAR, JDAY, JDATE, NTIM, NEL, NCHAR, NDAY, and NDATE, respectiveiy,
the computer program (i.e., subprogram 1) would cause the computer to increase
its "looping" and, hence, running time.
ON SUBPROGRAM 2 4
Information on the control .cards of this subprogram may.be
 obtained from
1
any up-to-date manual on the.' ,
	is
 7090/7094 IBSYS OPERATING SYSTEM
GENERALIZED SORTING Sl.^
	 For normal non-stop runs, the subpro-
g
gram 2 computer program, as shown in APPENDIX A, may remain unchanged
with the possible exception of the "REEL/n" field of the INPUT FILE control
card. The number of reels of data input into the, computer for a "run" of sub-
program 2 is denoted by n in the "REELS / n1 1  field. It is necessary to update the
value of n for each "run" of subprogram 2. For example, suppose that the
number of reels of subprogram 2 input data is 3 for a particular "run," then n '1
is 3 and, hence, the INPUT FILE control card, for the particular "run," can be
written as follows:
FILE, INPUT/1, REELS/3, MODE/D, DENSITY/H, BLOCKSIZE/5,` b
The "REELS/n" field may be omitted for a one-reel file (i.e., the number of
reels of subprogram 2 input data is one):
ON SUBPROGRAM 3 ,x
Input Data Cards
a
For a "run" of subprogram 3, (n + m ± 3) + c data cards, where c is the
total number of continuation cards, are input for'n satellite s,' and m stations of
input data. The parameters on these data cards are defined as follows:.
x
6
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DOTS 2 = two special characters which are used to separate, on
the final print-out sheet, the data of a STADAN station
from the data of the STADAN station(s) which is (are)
adjacent to it. (NOTE: the character "W" followed by the
blank character were used in the simulated "runs" and
Figure 1) .
DASH = two special characters which are used to indicate that
the satellite or spacecraft is not in the field of tracking
and data acquisition of the STADAN station. (NOTE; two
blank characters were used in the simulated "runs" and
Figure 1.)
TNSTAT	 total number of distinct stations whose names are printed
on-line during the computer "run" of subprogram 1.
TNSATL = same definition as TNSATL of subprogram 1. (NOTE:
TNSATL of subprogram 3 is also equivalent to the total
number of distinct satellites whose identifications are
printed on-line during the computer "run" of subprogram
1, unless the program operator input, into the computer
for a "run" of subprogram 1, the data of a satellite whose
data are subsequently deleted because every STADAN
station, through whose field of tracking and data acquisi-
tion the satellite is predicted to pass, is a NOSTAT
station (see the definition of NOSTAT above.)
REELS - total number of reels of data which are output during the
computer "run" of subprogram 2.
KSTAT = six. (or less) character name of STADAN station. (EX-
AMPLE: BPOINT).
JK = station count ornumber assigned to KSTAT by the com-
puter during the "run". of subprogram 1. (NOTE all
distinct KSTATs or names of STADAN stations whose
data are input into the computer during a "run" of sub-
program 1 are assigned numbers (by the computer) in
ascending order, beginning with the number 1, according
as they are input into the computer in a non-NOSTAT
Gtafiis (i_P__ if KSTAT is a. NOSTAT station for a satellite
be assigned a number and printed on-line during suc-
ceeding computer "satellite loops").)
NSATL = total number of distinct satellites whose identifications
are printed on-line, during the computer "run" of sub-
program 1, within the same record (i.e., the same line)
as KSTAT. (NOTE: NSATL is also equivalent to the
total number of distinct satellites which pass through the
field of tracking and data acquisition of. the KSTAT
station and whose predicted data are input into the com-
puter for the "run" of subprogram 1, unless the KSTAT
station is a NOSTAT station to one or more of the dis-
tinct satellites.)
	
NUM	 satellite count or number assigned to the satellite by the
computer during the "run" of subprogram 1. (NOTE: all
distinct satellites _whose predicted data are input into the
computer during a "run" of subprogram 1 are assigned
numbers (by the computer) in ascending order, beginning
with the number 1, according as their predicted data are
input into the computer. If every STADAN station,
through whose field of tracking and data acquisition . the
satellite is predicted to pass, is a NOSTAT station, the
NUM of the satellite is not printed on-line even though a
number is assigned to that satellite by the computer
during the "run" of subprogram 1).
	
NUM (JK, I)	 NUM (i.e., satellite count) of the satellite (whose identi-
	
(I = 1 9 2,•00, NSATL)	 fication number is printed on-line, during the computer
"run" of subprogram 1, within the same record as the
KSTAT station whose station count is JK) which has the
I th smallest NUM of all the satellites whose identification
numbers are printed on-line, during the. computer "run"
of subprogram 1, within the same record as the KSTAT
station whose station count is JK.*
	
NOT(I)	 Z (see definition of Z above) of the satellite, whose NUM.
or satellite count is NUM(JK, I), followed by the blank
character. (NOTE NOT(I) is also printed on-line, during
the computer. "run" of subprogram 1, within the same
*Further explanation is given below.
record as the identification of the above satellite and,
hence, NUM(JK,I)).
FDATE = the smallest (or earliest) START-DATE of all the START-
DATES of the satellites whose predicted operations data
are input into the computer for the "run" of subprogram 1.
FTIME = the smallest (or earliest) START-TIME of all the START-
TIMES of the satellites whose predicted operations data
are input into. the computer for the "r%.-n" of subprogram 1.
lY
LDATE = the largest (or oldest) STOP-DATE of all the STOP-DATES
of the satellites whose predicted operations data are
input into the computer for the "run s of subprogram 1.
LTIME = the largest (or oldest) , START-TIME of all the START-
TIMES of the satellites whose predicted operations data
are input into the computer for the "run" of subprogram 1.
Z = Z of subprogram 1.
IDENT = identification number of the satellite. (NOTE: the identifica-
tion number consists presently of .five numerical characters).
JSATL = partial or full name of the satellite. (NOTE: JSATL
partial name of the satellite if the name of the satellite
consists of seven or more characters. For example:
if EXPLORER is the name of the satellite, JSATL =
EXPLOR)
NOS = partial name of the satellite if the name of the. satellite
consists of seven or more characters. (Using the example
from above, if EXPLORER is the name of the satellite,
then NOS	 ER followed by two blank characters.),
JSDAT	 START-DATE of the satellite.
'	 JSTIM = START-TIME of the satellite.
JXDAT = STOP-DATE of the satellite
JXTIM = STOP-TIME of the satellite.
.t
JPSI = JPSI of subprogram 1. (NOTE: in the format, exterior
location 74, of subprogram 3 in APPENDIX A. space has
been alioted to enable the program operator to insert a
"decimal" character within the value of JPSI of subpro-
gram 1.)
On the second input data , card of subprogram 3, the values of the parameters
TNSTAT, TNSATL, and REELS may be predetermined before the computer "runs"
of subprograms 1, 2, and 3: The values of the parameters TNSTAT and TNSATL
can also be easily determined from the subprogram 1 on-line print-out. However,
as we indicated above, the value of TNSATL input into the computer for the "run"
of subprogram 1 is different from the value of TNSATL determined from the
subprogram-`l on-line print-out if the program operator input, into the computer
for a "run" of subprogram 1, the data of a 'satellite whose data are subsequently
deleted because every STADAN station, through whose field of tracking and data
acquisition the satellite is predicted to pass, is a. NOSTAT station. In this event,
either value of TNSATL may be used (for the subprogram 3 input) since the
predicted operational data of that satellite will not be processed or even considered
during the computer "run" of subprogram 3. (NOTE: If the subprogram 1 input
value of TNSATL is used, the set of input data cards whose parameters are Z,
IDENT, JSATL, NOS, JSDAT, JSTIM, JXDAT, JXTIM, and JPSI should contain
an input data card on every satellite whose predicted operational data are input
for the computer '.'run" of subprogram 1. If the subprogram 1 on-line print-out
value of TNSATL is used, the set of input data cards whose parameters are Z,
IDENT, JSATL, NOS, JSDAT, JSTIM, JXDAT, JXTIM, and JPSI should contain
an input data card on every satellite whose predicted operational data are input
for the computer "run" of subprogram 1 except the satellites whose predicted
operational data are deleted as described above.) In order to eliminate any
possible variation of the value of TNSATL during the computer "runs" of sub-
programs 1, 2, and 3, the program operator should pre-check the station listing
of each satellite, whose predicted operational data are input for the computer
"run" of subprogram 1, and not input the data of any satellite whose predicted
operational data would be deleted as described above.
On the set of input data cards whose parameters are JK, KSTAT, NSATL,
NUM(JK, 1).-and NOT(l), I = .1 1 2 9 • • •, NSATL, the values of the aforementioned
parameters should, be obtained and determined from the subprogram 1 on-line
print-out since the relationship of the values of JK, KSTAT, NUM(JK, I) and
NOT t = 1 2 ••• ,NSATL on each member i.e. input data card of the.-afore-
mentioned 'set depends on the order in which the predicted operational data of
the satellites are input into the computer for a "run" of subprogram 1.
10
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Records of data consisting of the values of JK, KSTAT, NUM(JK, I), NOT(I),
and IDENT, for some I, I = 1,2,..., NSATL, are printed on-line by the computer
d irin; the "run" of subprogram 1. An example of an on-line print-out of a
subprogram 1 computer "run" is given as follows:
1 BPOINT 1 A 62681
2 FTMYRS 1 A 62681
1 BPOINT	 2 B 72798
3 JOBURG	 2 B 72798
2 FTMYRS	 3 C 92671
3 JOBURG	 4 D 42013
From the example above, it is easy to see that TNSTAT = 3 and TNSATL = 4.
The set of input data cards whose parameters . are JK, KSTAT, NSATL, NUM(JK, n,
and NOT(I), I = 1,2,..., NSATL, consist of three members as follows:
FIRST INPUT CARD: JK 1 KSTAT BPOINT; NSATL 2 NUM(1, 1) 1;
NOT(1) = A; NUM(1,2,) ='2; and NOT(2) = B.
SECOND INPUT CARD: JK = 2; KSTAT FTMYRS; NSATL 2; NUM(2,1) = 1;
NOT(1) = A; NUM(2,2) = 3; and NOT(2) C.
THIRD INPUT CARD: JK = 3; KSTAT = JOBURG; NSATL = 2; NUM(3.,1) = 2
NOT(1) = B NUM(3,2) 4; and NOT(2) = D.
For a more automatic and perhaps faster operation from subprogram 1
through subprogram 3, subprogram 1 may be modified so that the array of input
data whose parameters are TNSTAT, TNSATL,, JK, KSTAT, NSATL, NUM(JK, I),
and NOT(I), I 1.2, •.• •, NSATL, are either card punched on-line by the computer
(NOTE: this operation (i.e., punching cards on-line) should be avoided,on T&DS'
IBM 7094 computers at GSFC) or written on 'a magnetic tape separate from the
other output data tapes. The on-line punched cards or magnetic tape are/ is
later input into the computer for the "run" of subprogram 3. The subprogram 1
on-line print-out would no longer be vital to the operation of subprogram 3.
11
Memory. Allocations
As in subprogram 1, one hundred (100) core memory locations have been
allocated for the STADAN stations or, more specifically, for . the values (i.e.,
names of the STADAN stations) of the parameter JSTAT. The core memory
allocations for the parameters JSTAT and MSATL are and should always be the
same (see the DIMENSION statement of subprogram 3). The core memory al-
locations for each of the parameters NUM, NOT, MOT, NSU, and JEL were al-
located as a function of: (1) ten physical tape units (i.e., tape drives) for output; 	 -
and/or (2) 150 character-wide print-out paper or sheets for the final results as
illustrated in Figure 1.
Let: x be the number of core memory locations which are allocated for the
names of the STADAN stations; y be the maximum number of tape drives, attached
to the computer, which can be utilized for output during the "run" of subprogram 3;n	 4
and Z be the total number of characters which can be written width-wise across
the print-out paper which will bebe utilized for the final results. Then, the DIMENSION
statement of subprogram 3 can be formulated, using FORTRAN language nota-
tions, as
DIMENSION NUM (x, Z-6 ), NOT (y * (Z-6 , MOT y * (Z-6))  JSTAT (x),MSATL (x),2 /	 \ 2 /	 2
NSU (y), JEL(Z-62
(NOTE: Suprogram .3, Appendix A, is written to print the final results on 132 or
more character-wide print-out paper. However, if the additional width on the
"greater than 132" character-wide print -out paper is to be utilized, two FORTRAN
statements must be adjusted according to the increase over 132.)
Format Upd.ting
In Figure 1, the number of satellites serviced by a STADAN station is the
same for all the stations. 'However, this is not always the case as , the number of
satellites serviced by two or more distinct STADAN stations may vary. Hence,
in order to output the scheduling data in the final format, as illustrated in Fig
ure 1, without "wasting" spaces on the print -out sheet between the data of two
stations, it is necessary to update the output formats (e., exterior statement
numbers 98, 99 9 100 9 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107) of subprogram 3.
.	 12	 .
The formats whose exterior statement numbers are 98, 99, 100,: 101, 102,
103 1 104, 105, 106, and 107 are generalized and formulated. in APPENDIX B
where:
MSATL(i), I = 1,2,---, NSU(1), NSU(1) + 1,­ 9•, NSU(10) 9 is the number of
satellites serviced by the STADAN station whose station count (Le., JK)
is I.
NSU(1) is the number of STADAN stations whose data are output on logical
unit A3.
NSU(2) is the number of STADAN stations whose data are output on logical
unit B5.
NSU(10) is the number of STADAN stations whose data are output on logical
unit A8.
If MSATL(I), I 1,2,---, NSU(10), is 2, it is suggested that the name (i.e.,
KSTAT) of the STADAN station whose station count is I be input, on the input data
cards of subprogram 3, as a four-character name, instead of a six-character name,
followed by two blank characters. Otherwise, the six-character names of at
least two STADAN stations will be written together in the heading of the final
print-out with no space between them.
if MSATL(I), I = 1 9 2 9 99 • 0 NSLt(10), is 1, the formulated formats ofAPPENDIX B
do not hold true. In order to rectify this, it is suggested that;: (1) the name (i.e.,
KSTAT) .of the STADAN station whose station count is I be input, on the input data
cards of subprogram 3, as a two character name followed by four blank characters;
(2) the 11A6" (of the aforementioned formats) which precede. the expression which
contains MSATL(I) be changed to 11A2 11; and (3) set (2 * MSATL(I) 4), the ex-
pression which contains MSATL(I), equal to 2.
Elimination of Computer Hang-Up and Unnecessary Dumps
If a log!.cal tape unit which is referenced in subprogram 3 is not used during
a "run" of subprogram 3, the 7094 computer system of T&DS at GSFC will. still
select and unload that logical tape unit after the "run". This may often result
into a computer hang-up and an unnecessary dump, of core . storage. To avoid
this, appropriate $NAME card(s) should be inserted into the subprogram -3 deck,
after the $IBJOB card, along with the proper instruction on the. instruction card.
For e: mmple, in a short simulated "run" of subprogram 3, only logical units A5.
and A3 -were utilized during the computer " run". In order to stop the computer
from selecting and attempting to unload logical units A6, B5, B6; C1 C2, A7, B7, B80
B9, and A8 all of subprogram 3, nine $NAME cards were inserted into the
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subprogram .3 deck after the $1BJOB card in the form
COLUMN 1	 16
t	 _AME
	
.UNI . - .UN19.
Where I = 06, 15, 16, 21, 22 9 07 9 17, ; 18, 08. Then, an output reel for logical
unit B9 (ix., .UN19.) was requested on the instruction card.
The MAP routine for multireel output on a particular logical tape unit should
be inserted into the subprogram 3 deck for a computer "run" if and only if that
logical unit will be utilized during that "run" (or all MAP routines for multireel
output on the logical tape units which will not be utilized during a computer "run"
should be removed from the subprogram 3 computer program of APPENDIX A
for that "run"),. If a MAP routine for multireel output on a Logical tape unit is
inserted into.the subprogram 3 deck for a computer "run", the computer will
select and attempt to unload the logical tape unit after that "run".
Output
If the data.at some time t, as illustrated in Figure 1, exceed 132 characters,
two or more physical tape units (i.e., tape drives) are used to output the data in
the format as illustrated in Figure 1. If the data at some time t, as illustrated
in Figure 1, exceed 1320 characters (i.e., 132 characters times 10 tape drives)
or if more than ten tape drives are needed for output, the computer will stop its
execution of subprogram 3, after printing an "informative" message on-line,
and return control to the Basic Monitor. (IMPORTANT NOTE: If ten tape drives
are used for output during the computer "run" of subprogram 3, logical tape unit
A2 (i.e, SYSINI, the system input tape unit for the T&DS' IBM 7094 computers
at GSFC) is eliminated by subprogram .3, and the computer "hangs-up" after the
subprogram 3 computer "run".)
The output tapes of subprogram 3 are printed, off-line, by the IBM 1401
computer,' on 132 character.-wide paper or sheets. The print-out sheets of the
output tape(s) of each tape drive used for output during the subprogram 3 computer
''run"-are bursted and then. bound into a book, Within each book of scheduling
_	 data, there exist no unused "character space" between the data of two adjacent'
STADAN stations even though the number of satellites serviced by one of the
stations is not the same as the number of satellites serviced by the other. How-
ever, -an unused "character space(s)" . may exist at the end, width-wise, of each
page or sheet of a book of scheduling data since all the scheduling data "of each
STADAN station are contained within one book of scheduling data. (NOTE: sub-
program. 3 can be modified or revised so that unused "character spaces" can not
exist at the End, width-wise, of each page of a book of scheduling data when the
station count (i.e., JK) of each STADAN station within the book is less than the
station count of any STADAN station within another book of the same "run." The
result of the above revision would be that the data of some STADAN stations
would be "divided" or "broken-up" and placed into two separate books with a
part of the data in one book and the other part in a second book. This appeared
to be bad human engineering from the reader or STADAN station scheduler's
•	 viewpoint) .
PASS-CHAINS OF FINAL OUTPUT
. In the final print-out or books of scheduling data, it is easy to recognize the
station passes of each satellite by observing the vertical "chains" of data, at one
minute intervals, under the satellite's notation or identification character(s)
as illustrated in Figure 1. Henceforth, a vertical chain of data at one minute
intervals will be called a pass-chain.
Regardless of the variations of the time increments of successive data points
of predicted satellite operations, no break or breaks will ever occur in a pass-
chain except when, during a station pass of more than 1 day, the day count incre-
ment (disregarding the 365 or 366 days/year) of two successive data points of
predicted satellite operations exceeds 1 day. Scheduling data are not generated,
by subprogram 1, for the date_ or dates on which no data point of predicted satel-
lite operations is computed. If at least 1 data point, of predicted satellite oper-
ations for a 'station pass of any duration, is computed for a date, additional
scheduling data will be generated, by means of subprogram 1, to complete the
pass-chain for that date. To guard against breaks in the pass-chain, the time
increment of any two successive data points, of predicted satellite operations . for
a station pass, should never. exceed 24 hours or 1440 minutes. (NOTE: While it
is recognized that the above case is remote or far-fetched, the situation could
be encountered with the Syncom-type satellites and deep space probe vehicles.)
1
I	 i
s ; METHODS FOR HANDLING EXTRA LARGE NUMBERS OF
STATIONS AND SATELLITES
Each of the T&DS IBM 7094 computers (i.e., A B, and C) at GSFC has a
maximum of 14 physical tape units (i.e., tape drives) even though each has 30
logical tape units. Subprogram 3 can use up to 12 of the 14 physical tape units,
2 for input and 10 for output. The 7094 computer system will not allow subprogram
3 to use the _remaining 2. physical tape units.
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The 10 output tape units, as used in subprogram 3 with 132 character-wide
print-out sheets, are presently adequate for all normal operations. However,
for an abnormal operation (i.e., an extra large number of stations) and with
the number of satellites in orbit steadily increasing, the 10 output tape
units, as used in subprogram 3 with 132 character-wide print-out sheets,
may/may soon be inadequate. In order to make the 10 output tape units, as used
in subprogram 3 with 132 character-wide print-out sheets, adequate for all pres-
ent and future operations including extra large numbers of stations and satel-
lites, it is -necessary to devise methods or techniques to overcome the above
limitations. Three such methods are listed as follows:
METHOD 1: The names of the STADAN stations which are listed in the predicted
satellite operations data (i.e., the input of subprogram 1), and are
not NOSTAT stations (see definition of NOSTAT, above) are sep-
arated into two or more sets, say set A, set B, etc... Then:
(a) the members of all of the above sets except, say, the set A
are punched on subprogram 1 input data cards as NOSTAT stations.
Now, the above input data cards, other appropriate data cards, and.
all of the predicted satellite operations data are input, in the usual
manner, into the computer fora "run" of subprogram 1. Using the
output of subprogram 1, subprograms 2 and, finally, 3 are "run" in
the usual manner,..also. The final result of these "runs" (.e.,
subprograms 1, 2 and 3) is a set of books of scheduling data whose
STADAN stations are members of set A.
(b) the members of all the sets (i.e., set A, set B, etc...) except
set . B are punched on subprogram 1 ' input data cards as NOSTAT
stations. Then, these input data cards, other appropriate data
cards and, again, all of the predicted satellite operations data are
input, in the usual manner ., into the computer for-a "run" of sub-
program 1. Using .the output of subprogram - 1, subprogram 2 and,
finally, 3 are "run" in the usual manner. The final result p is a set
of books of scheduling data whose STADAN stations are members
of set B.
(c) etc., ... .
Of course, this method increases the computer time. > However,
the placement of the scheduling data within the books is virtually
unaffected by the method.
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METHOD 2: the names of the satellites, each of which is predicted to pass
through the field of tracking and data acquisition of at least one
non-NOSTAT station and whose predicted operations data are to be
input into the computer for the " run" of subprogram 1, are separated
into two or more sets, say set G. set H,, eic .... Then: ,
(a) the predicted operations data of the satellites whose names are
members of one and only one of the above sets, say set G, are input
into the computer for a "run" of subprogram 1. The input data cards
of subprogram 1 are appropriately adjusted for the "run." Using the
output of subprogram 1, subprograms 2 and, finally, 3 are "run"
in the usual manner. The final result of these "runs" (i.e., subpro-
grams 1, 2, and 3) is a set of books of scheduling data whose satel-
lites are members of set G.
(b) the predicted operations data of the satellites whose names are
members of set H are input into the computer for another "run" of
subprogram 1. The input data cards of subprogram 1 are appro-
priately adjusted, again. Using the output of subprogram 1, sub-
programs 2 and, finally, 3 are then "run" in the usual manner. The
final result is a set of books of scheduling data whose satellites
are members of set H.
(c) etc...
The computer executing time, excluding compiler time, is not
significantly increased by this method. However, the placement of
the scheduling data within the book is affected.
METHOD 3: An appropriate combination of methods 1 and 2, above.
EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 1
A blank at time t .in column A, B, or C under a particular station indicates
that RELAY ' 1, RELAY 2, or ECHO 2 is not in the field of tracking and data
acquisition of that station at time t. For example, at time 0836, RELAY 1 and
RELAY 2 are not in the field of tracking and data acquisition of FTMYRS.
At B. or C at time t in column A. B, or C under a particular station indicates
that RELAY 1, RELAY 2, or ECHO .2 is in the field of tracking and data acqui-
sition of that station but is not in sunlight at time t. For example, at time .0836,
ECHO 2 is in the field of tracking and data acquisition of FTMYRS, LIMAPU,
and QUITOE but is not in the sunlight.
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An "*" at time t in column A, B, or C under a particular station indicates
that - RELAY 1, RELAY 2, or ECHO 2 is in the field of tracking and data acqui-
sition of that station and is in sunlight at time t. For example, at time 0836,
RE-LAY 2 is in the field of tracking and data acquisition of JOBURG and is in
the sunlight.
At time 0837, 7 in column C under station QUITOE indicates that ECHO 2 is
at maximum elevation angle in the field of tracking and data acquisition of QUITOE.
but is not in sunlight, and the maximum elevation angle ranges from 70-79
degrees.
At time 0847, 5* in column C under station SNTAGO indicates that ECHO 2
is at maximum elevation angle in the field of tracking and data acquisition of
SNTAGO and is in sunlight, and the maximum elevation angle ranges from 50-59
degrees.
The character "W" followed by the blank character were used to separate
the data of the stations (see the parameter DOTS2 of the INPUT DATA CARDS
of SUBPROGRAM 3, above)
CONCLUSION
The computer program is ' capable of: (1) deleting, from the predicted satel-
lite operations .data (as calculated by the revised GSFC orbital programs), the
data of any orbital parameter, station pass, STADAN station, and/or satellite;
(2) .!'handling" or processing the predicted operations data of any sateilite, made
or unmade, , including Syncom' or a Syncom-type satellite (which would have a
single continuous pass from START-DATE to STOP-DATE); (3) imposing no
limits on the duration of any pass :(that is to say, the computer program can
"handle":a station pass of any duration); (4) generating or calculating new predicted
satellite operations data when the time interval (during a station pass) of suc'-
cessive predicted satellite operations data points .equals or exceeds two minutes;
and (5) processing, by methods 1, 2, and .3 as described above, the predicted
operations data of extra large numbers of satellites and stations.
In addition to improving STADAN station: scheduling as described above, the
computer program may also serve as a "stepping stone" and catalyst to a Phase
II-type computer program for more fully automated station scheduling.
The utilization of the computer program (and .perhaps latex a Phase IV-type
computer program) would result in a significant saving in manpower as well as
a faster and . more efficient operation.
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SUBPROGRAM 1
SIBSYS
+f. SID R02T	 WDD521A9 X4189$*	 DEAR OPERATOR, PLEASE MOUNT THE TAPE59AS UE,S,IGNA.TED ON..
S*	 INSTRUCTION CARD9ON A59A69AND B5'e. A3 AND 86 ARE MY OUTPUT
$*	 UNITS. SAVE MY B6 OUTPUT TAPES.
$*	 RESTART MACHINE. THE MACHINE WILL READ AND__REWIND,_A5.sA69
$*	 AND B59SEQUENTIALLY AND CYCLICALLY,UNTIL ALL TAPES ARE
$*	 READ.	 AFTER A59A6vOR B5 IS RF_WOUND. MO-UNT9IMMEDIATELYoTHE
$*	 NEXT TAPE AS SHOWN ON INSTRUCTION CARQ.
$PAUSE
SDA T F	 052065
SFXFCUTF	 I RJOB
$ I8JOB	 GC?
SI8FTC MAIN.
C	 STATION SCHEDULING+SUBPROGRAM 1 OF PHASE 1
LOGICAL FMF
CPMMMN/SYSFMF/E7*F
FO.)F=.FALSF.
CALL SYSGn(34)
CALL SYSGep)(35)
INTEGFR X•OP,EN+STA,TIMEoZgTNSATL
OGATA OP/6HOP	 /vEN /6HEN	 /•5TA/6H(STATI/9TI,ME/6H(TIME /9ICHAR/
16H*
ODIMENSION NOSTAT(99)PJSTAT( 100),KTIM(4),JTIM(900)sMINS(900),JEL(90
10) ,JCHAR ( 900)'9.)DAY ( 900) •JDATE ( 900) +NT I i"1( 900) ti'iEL ( 900) ,jNCHAR ( 900) :N
2DAY(900)tNDATE(900)
READ	 (293)TNSATL
3	 FORMAT	 (13)
K=0
J=1
r)^ 4	 I=1•TNSATL
READ
	 ( 2+5)Z ► JPS.ItKEY,NO59(NOSTAT(L)+L=19N(DS)
5	 FORMAT	 (A 1 q X14 g I 1+ I 2 9 99A6 )
I F	(KFY)16917916
., 16 GOT(	 (18919,20),)
18 READ	 (5921)KSKIP
IF
	
(FOF) GOTO-	 22
GOT@ 18
19 READ .(6121 )KSKIP
;.: IF	 (EOF)GO-TO 22
:.. GnT0-
	 19
20 RFAD	 (15s21)KSKIP
17 GOTO (27928929).J
27 READ (5934)IDFNToX
IF (EOF)GOTO 31
IF (X—STA)32933932
32 IF (X—TIMF.).27934927
28 READ (6930)IDENTPX
IF (FOF)GnTB 31
IF (X—STA)35.33935
35 IF (X—TIMF)28934.28
29 RFAD t 159301 IDFNT9X
IF (EOF)GOTO 31
IF (X—STA)36r33+36
36 IF (X—TIMF)29934929
30 FORMAT (29X*A591X9A6)
34 ' PRINT 379IDENT
370FORMAT (1H0+50HSTUNNING ---- PREUIXS ARE TIME 50-RTEU FOR SATELLITE ,
1A5935H . USF ONLY STATION SORTED PREDIXS.)
GOTO 232
31 FOE=.FALSE.
IF (KFY-1) 38,17 # 38
38 G(-)TO ( 39.40.41) tJ
39 RFWIND 5
J=2
GO-TO 28
40 RFWIND 6
J=3
GOTO 29
41 RFW. I Nn 15
J=1
GO-TM 27
33 GOTO (42 943 +44) +J
42 RFAn (5921 )K,SKIP
IF ('EnF)GOTO 45
GOT@ 4b
43 RFAn (6921)KSKIP
IF (FOF)GOTO 45
GOTO 46
44 READ_(15s21)KSKIP
IF (Et)F) GCTO. 45
GOTO 46 .
45 FOF=.FALSF.
GOTO (47948949)+J
47 REWIND 5
J=2
GOTH 43
48 REWIND b
J=3
GOTO 44
49 kEWIND 1.5
J=1
r	 GOTO 42-
46 GOTO (50 9 51 P 52) 9 J
50 READ (,5953)KSTC,KSTAT•KPAS59KUAY.KUATEtKTIM,KEL,KCHAR
'	
IF (EnF)GMTO 54
GOT@ 55
al	 51 READ ;(6953)KSTCsKSTAT*KPASStKDAYoKDATE.tKTIMsKEL,KCHAR
IF I F..OF) GMTO 54
GQTO 55
52. READ ('15+53)KSTCPKSTATtKPASStKDAYiKDATEtKTIM910ELsKCHAR
I`F (EOF )GOTO 54	 ^.
GOT@ 55
53 FORMAT	 ( 1X9A291X9A69A196X9A391X9A691X94A1914X9A4916X9A1)
54 EGF=.FALSF'o
GOT@	 ( 56957958) 9J
56 REWIND 5
J =2
GOT@ 51
57 RFWINn 6
J=3
GOT(-) 52
58.REWIND'15
J=1
GOTO 50
55 nn 59 M=19N85
IF	 (KSTAT-NOSTAT(M))59960959
59 CONTINUE
JSTC=KSTC
IF	 (K)61962961
61 DO 63 JK =19K
IF	 (JSTAT(JK)-KSTAT)63964963
63 . C.ONT I NUF
62 K=K+1
JK=K
JSTAT(JK)=KSTAT	 n
64 NBIG=O
196 NPASS=O
65 DO 66 N=19900;
nn 67 M=194
KTIM(M) =KTIM(M)/(2**30)
67 CnNTINUF
JTIM(N)=KTIM(I)*(10** 3)+KTIM(2) *(10**2)+KTIM(3)*10+KTIM(4)
MINS(N)=KTIM(3)*10+KTIM(4)
JFL(N)=KFL
JCHAR(N)=KCHAR
Jr)AY(N)=KnAY
JnATE(N)=KDATE
80 GOTO (68969970) 9J
68 READ (59153-)KSTC9KPASS9KDAY9KDATE9KTIM9KEL9KCHAR
IF 	 (FnF) GnTC- 	 71
GOT@ 72
69 READ (69153)KSTC9KPASStKDAY9KDATE9KTIM9KELsKCHAR
IF	 (EQF)GO-TO-	 71
GMTn 72
70 READ ( 159153)KSTC9KPAS59KDAY9KDATE9KTIMrKELOKCHAR
IF	 (FnF) GOTOF	 71
GO-TO- 	 7?_
153 FORMAT	 ( 1X9A297X9A196XtA391X9A691X94A1914X9A4916X9A1)
71 EMF=.FALSE,,	 A
GOTO	 (73974975)#J
73 REWIND 5
J=2
' . GOT@ 69
74 REWI ND. 6
J=3
-GOTM 70
-	 75 REWIND 15
J=1
GOTO 68
72 IF	 (JSTC,'-KSTC)77+76977
76 IF	 (KPASS- ICHAR)66978966
r
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77 GO-TO- 	 (81982983)#)
81 READ	 (5921)KSKIP
IF (10F)GOTO 84
GOTO 8.5
82 READ (6921)KSKIP
IF	 (EOFIGOTO 84
GOTO 85
83 READ	 (15921)KSKIP
IF (W)GOTO 84
GOT@ 85
84 FOF=.FALSF.
XGOT@ (86 9 87.88) +J
86 REWIND 5
J=2
GOTO 82
87 REWIND 6
J=3
GOT@ 83
88 RFWI Nn 15
J=1
GOT@ 81
85 IF	 (KSTC-OP)79r80979 J,
66 CONTINUE,
NPASS=900
N=900
79 GOT@	 (89990991)tJ a
89 READ	 (5+92)KSTC
IF	 (E@F) GOTe 93
G(7TO 78
90 READ (6992)KSTC
IF	 (EOF)GOTO 93
GO-T0- 	 78 w'
91 READ	 (1599.2)KSTC
IF (FOF 1 OTO 93
GOTO 78
92 FORMAT
	
(1X9A2)
93 FnF=.FALSE.
G@TO (94995996)•)
94 REWIND 5
J=2
GOTH 90
95 RFWINn 6
J=3
GO-TO 91
96 REWIND 15
J =' 1
G@TOF 89
7 8 IF	 ( NB IG )97998t97
98 JELM=O
97 n@ 99 M=19N
JELM=MAXO(JFL(M).JELM)
99 CONTINUE
IF	 (JELM-JPSI)100910.19101
lnl IN=1
MX=1
-1x=1 
J630=2
J624=2
J612=2
J632=2
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0
J130=2
J121=2
A 32=2
J139=2
IF (NBIG)10296459102
645 IF (N-1)60196349601
601 IN=IN+1
103 IF ( JDATE(IN)—JDATE(MX))10696259106
625 IF (MINS(MX)-000059)61196229611
622 IF (JTIM(IN) JTIM(MX)-000041)60396049623
623 NTIM(IX)=JTIM(MX)
NEL(IX)=JEL(MX)
NCHAR(TX)=JCHAR(MX)
NDAY(IX)=JDAY(MX)
NDATE(IX)=JDATE(MX)
IF (IX-900)62496139613
624 IF (JFL(MX)—JELM)62796289628
628 JFL(MX)=JFL(IN)
627 IX=IX+1
JTIM(MX)=JTIM(MX)+000041
MINS(MX)=0
IF ( JDATF(IN)—JDATE(MX))60596119605
—611 IF (JTIM(IN) JTIM(MX)-0000011603.604,605
603 IF (JEL(IN)—JELM)60696079607
6.07 JEL(MX)=JFL(IN)
JCHAR(MX)=JCHAR(IN)
606 IF (IN—N)60196089601
604 NTIM(IX')=JTIM(MX)
NEL(IX)=JFL(MX)
NCHAR(IX)=JCHAR(MX)
NDAY(IX)=JDAY(MX)•
NDATE(IX)*JDATE(MX)
MX=IN.
IF (IX-900)63096099609
630 IX=IX+1
IF (IN—N)6019608#601
605 NTIM(IX)=JTIM(MX)
NEL(IX)=JFL(M'X)o
NCHAR(IX) =JCHAR(MX)
NDAY(IX)-JDAY(MX)
NDATE(IX)=JDATE(MX)
IF (.IX-900)61296.319631
612 IF (JFL(MX)-JELM)62996269626
626 JFL(MX)=JFL(IN)
629 IX=IX'+1
JTIM(MX)=JTIM(MX)+000001
MINS(MX)=MINS(MX)+000001
IF (JDATE(IN) —JDATE(MX)1107 6259.107
.107 IF (MINS(MX)-000059)60591069106
609 J630=0	 ;y
GOT( 108
61'3 J624=0
GOTH 108
631 J612=0
GOTM 108
608 IF (NPASS)64096349640
634 NTIM(IX)=JTIM'(MX')
NEL (IX) sJEL (MX')
NCHAR. L_i x.) s JCHAR (MX.)
NDAY(IX)zJOAY(MX)
25
4NnATF(IX)=JDATF(MX)
GO 
TO 
108
640.NJTIM=JTIM(MX)
NJFL=JFL(MX)
NJCHAR=JCHAR(MX)
NJDAY-JDAY(MX)
NJDATF=JDATF(MX)
NMINS =MINS•(MX)
IX=IX-1
GnJn 108
106 IF	 (JTIM(MX)-002359)1109111#111
110 IF	 (MINS(MX)--000059)605,6239605
111 NTIM(IX)=JTIM(MX)
NFL(IX)=JFL(MX)
NCHAR(IX)=JCHAR(MX)
NnAY(IX)=JDAY(MX)
NDATE(IX)=JDATF(MX)
IF	 (IX-900)632.633.633
632 IF	 (JEL (MX) -JELM) 112 9 113.1 13
113 JFL (MX) =JFL .(I N )
112 IX=IX +1
JTIM(MX)=0
	
b
M NS(MX =0I	 )
JDAY(MX)=JnAY(IN)
JDATF(MX)=JDATF(IN)
RGo-TO- 	 611
633 J632=0
G M T 0- 	 10R
102 I(=	 (JDATF(IN)-NJnATE)114.115+114
1.15 IF	 (NMIN5-000059)1169117,116
117 IF	 (JTIM(IN)-NJTIM-000041)11,8+1199120
120 NTIM(IX)=N.JTIM
NFL(IX)=NJFL
NCHAR(IX)=NJCHAR
NDAY(IX)=NJDAY
NDATE(IX)=NJDATF
IF	 (IX-900)12191229122
1211 IF	 (NJFL-JFLM)123.1249124
124 NJFL=JFL (I N)	 -
123 IX=IX+I
NJTIM=NJT I tit+000041
NMINS=0
IF	 (JDATF(IN)-NJDATE)1259116912.5
116 IF	 (JTIM(.IN)-NJTIM-000001)11891199125
118 LF	 (JF'L(IN)-JELM)12691279127
127 NJFL=JFL(IN)
NJCHAR=JCHAR(IN)
126 IF	 (IN-N)12891299128
129 IF	 (NPASS)19693019196_	 -
301 NTIM("X)=NJTIM
. NFL(IX)=NJFL	
•
NCHAR(IX;)=NJCHAR`
NnAY(IX) =NJDAY
f NDATE(IX)=NJDATF
GOT@ 10$
•	 128 IN=IN+1
GOTO 102
119 NTIM(IX)=NJTIM
NFL(IX)=NJFL
r
NCHAR(IX)=NJCHAR
F
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NnATF(IX)=NJDATF
MX=IN
TF	 (IX-900)13091319131
- 130 IX=IX+1
IF	 (IN— N)60196089601
125 NTIM(IX)=NJTIM
NFL(IX)=NJFL
{ NCHAR(IX)=NJCHAR
NDAY(IX)=NJDAY
NDATE(IX)=NJnATE
If	 (IX-900)13291339133
132 IF	 (NJFL—JFLM)134,91359135
135 NJFL=JFL(IN)
134 I X'= I X+ 1
NJTIM=NJTIM+OOOn01
NMINS=NMINS+000001
IF	 (JDATF..(IN)—NJ'DATE) 13691159136
.'; 136 IF	 (NM I NS-000059)12 5.114.114
).: 131 J130=0
GO-TO-	 108
122 J121=0
GOTO 108
133 J132=0y` GOTO-
	 108
114 IF	 (NJTIM-002359)13791389138
137 IF	 (NMINS-000059)12591209125
138 NTIM(IX)=NJTIM
NFL(IX)=NJFL	 4
NCHAR(IX)=NJCHAR
.: NDAY (I X) =NJDAY
Nr)ATE(IX)=NJnATE
IF	 (I X-900 )1 39 9 140 9 140
139 IF	 ( `NJEL-JFLM') 1.419142 # 142'
142 NJEL=JFL(IN)
141 IX=IX+1
NJTIM=Oh.
NMINS=0
NJDAY=JnAY(IN)
NJnATF=JnATF(TN)
GMTO 116
F; 140,J139 =0
1.08 nO' 167	 M=1.9 I X
rd IF	 (NEL(M)-JFLM)16891699169
169 . IF	 (NCHAR(M)—ICHAR)1709.1719170
171 WRITE	 (169172),NDATE(M)9NTIM( M)9 JK,I9NDAY(M)^NEL'iM)9NCHAR(M)
172 FORMAT	 (2HOC91X9A691X9I491X9L391XoI391X9A392X9A19A1)
GO-TO 167
168 IF	 (NCHAR(M)—ICH,'R)173o1.749173
174 NFL(M)=NCHAR(M)
GOTn 1.70
173 NFL(M)=Z
170 WRITE	 (169175)NDATE(M)#NTIM(M)9JK,I*NDAY(M),NEL(M)
175 FORMAT	 (2HOC91X9A691X9I491X9I391X,9I391X9A392X9A191H``,)
167 CONT I NUE
I F	 (I X-900 )176 9 177 9 176	 ;.., ..
177 IF (J630)17891799178
178 I F J J624) 180 91819180'
180 I F	 (J612_) 182 9183 9182
182 IF	 (J632)1849185918.4
27
18.4 IF (J13011869187.186
186 IF (J121)188 9 189.188
188 IF (J13211909191.190
190 IF (J139)1769193+176
179 J630=2
1X=0
GOT@ 630
181 J624•2
IX=0
GOTO 624
183 J612=2
IX=O
GOTn 612
IAS J612 =?
IX=O
GC1Tn 632
187 J130=2
IX=O
GO-TO-'130
189 J121=2
n	 IX=O
GO-TO- 121
191 J132=2
IX=A
GO-TO 132
1.93 J139=2
IX=O
GOTO 139
176 IF (NPASS)19491009194
194 NBIG=4
GO-TO- 196
100 IF (JSTC-KSTC)1979649197
197 PRINT 1999JK,JSTAT(JK),I.Z*IDENT
199 FORMAT (7X+I3.'93X9A6 ► 8X9I393X9A193X+A5)
223 IF (KSTC-FN)469227946
60 JSTC=KSTC
218 GOT(? (2009201.202) tJ
200 READ (5992)KSTC
IF '(EnF)GCT(!) 204
IF (JSTC-KSTC)205*2009205
201 READ (6+92)K8TC
IF (EC)F)G(!TO 204
IF (JSTC-KSTC)205-)2019205
202 RFAD (15992.)KSTC
IF (EOF)GOTO 204
IF (JSTC-K5TC.)20592029,205
204 FnF=.FALSF.
GnTO (20692070'20,9)9,)
2,.n6 D FWTNh 5
J=2
GO-TO- 201
207 RFWINn 6
J=3
GOTO 202
208 REWIND 15
GOT@ 200
205 'GOTO (209#210211) tJ
2n9' RFAn ( 5.21) KfiK I P
IF (EOF)GOtT@ 212
GOT@ 213
28
21 11 RFAD (6921)KSKIP
IF (EOF)GOFTO 212
GOTO 213
211 READ (15921)KSKIP
IF (F.OF)GOTO 212
•	 GOTn 213
212 EOF=.FALSF.
GOTO- (21492159216)tJ
214 RFW I Nn 5
J:= 2
G M T 0 210
215 R WIND 6J=3
GnTO- 211
216 RFWIND 15
J=1
GOTO 209
213 IF (KSTC-0-P)2179218.217
217 GO-TO (219,2209221)+J
219 READ (5o92)KSTC
IF (FOF)GOTO- 222
GnI'M 223
2?_0 RFAD (6+92) KSTC.
IF (F(1F)GOPTO 222
GOT@ 223
221 RFAD (15992)KSTC
IF (F(^F)GMTOF 222
GO-TOF  223	
}^,
222 FO-F=.FALSF.
GOT@ (22492259226)+.1
224 RFWIND 5J'=
GOTO 2.20
A
?75 RF!41NR 6
J='1
GO-TO 2.21
226 REWIND 15
J=1
GOT@ 219
227 GOTO (228 9 229 9230 )+J
228 RFWIND. 5
J=2
GnTO 4
229 RFWIND 6
J=3
GOT(-) 4
23 0 RFW I ND 15
J=1
4 CONTINUE'
PRINT 231
231 FORMAT (1H0910HEND OF PUN)
FND FILF 16
232 STOP
FNn
SIESMAP UN16
ENTRY	 *UN16.	 -
.UN1:6. PZE	 UNIT1b	 r
UNIT16 FILE	 9B(2`) tREADY%INOUTPBLK=22•MULTIREEL+BCD*HOLD*NOLIST
FNn
29`
SIALDR FRWP
IRELOCATABLE BINARY
$IBLDR FRWD
IRELOCATABLE BINARY
$IPLnR FSLI
(RFLOCATABLE BINARY
DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FRWB)
DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FRWD)
DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FSLI)
SIPLnR FXFM
(RFLOC;ATABLF BINARY nFCK FOR SUBROUTINF FXFM)
$IPLDR NOSYS
(RELOCATABLF BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE NOSYS)
$IPLDR GMSYS
(RELOCATABLE BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE GOSYS)
IFNn–nF-FILF CARD)
(BATA CARnS)
(FNn–nF–FILF CAPD)
$FMSvS
(FNn-nF–FILF CAPD)
SU PRO- GRAM 2
$IPSYS
$ID R02T	 WDn521At X4189
$PFL F AS F 	eYSpPl
$P,FLF.A^;f	 !Y5U1Tl
$gFLFAcF	 cYSJiT2
$PFLFASF	 SYSUT3
$RFLFASF	 cY4UT4
$ATTACH	 RDA
$AS	 SYSINI
$FXFCUTF	 le—ORT
OPT I ON sMAP rH I STORY o CARDS * TAPES. NOCKP T
C.HANNFL+INPUT/R+MERGF/ (A 9E3 )
FILE+INPUT/19REELS/1+MODE/DtDENSITY/H.BLOCKSIZE/5`
FILE9 nl1TP11T, MADE/D+DENSITY/H•BLOCKSIZE/5
RECORDsTYPE/F#LENGT"1/5,FIELD/(3969194+1939193)
SORT,SF_,QUFNCF/C ► ORDER/39FIELD/(2r49698).FILE/1
FNS
$TRSYS$.STnP
Sl IPPRr-)GR,AM 3
$IA^YF
.sin R02T
	
Wnn52]A, X4189_
$*	 DEAR OPERATOR, PLEASE MOUNT THE TAPES9AS BESIGNATED,ON
$*	 INSTRUCTION CARDoON A5 AND A6. MY OUTPUT ',UNITS ARE SHOWN
$*	 ON THE INSTRUCTION CARD ANDs,WHEN NUMBER OF OUTPUT UNITS
$*	 fXCFEDS 59 THE ON'– LINE PR I NTF..R. 	 -
30
0SAVF MY OUTPUT.TAPFS.
3*	 o	 RESTART MACHINE. THE MACHINE WILL READ AND REWIND A5 AND
$*	 A6+SEQUENTIALLY AND CYCLICALLYvUNTIL ALL TAPES ARE READ*
$*	 AFTER A5 OR A6 IS REWOUND,MGUNT,IMMEDIATELY.THE NEXT TAPE
$*	 AS SHOWN ON INSTRUCTION CARD.
$PAUSE
$DATF	 061065
`	 $FXFCOTF	 IaJO!?
$1 RJnR	 rn
C	 STATION SCHFDULINGPSUBPROGRAM 3 OF PHASF 1
LOGICAL FPF
COMMON/SYSFOF/FOF
FOF=.FALSF.
CALL S YSGC1(34 )
CALL SYSGO(35)
INTEGER REEI_S.,ZtDOTS29DASHsTNSTATtTNSATL
DATA IFND/6HFND nF/9JWgRD/6H0C
0DIMENSIQN NUM(100972)tNOT(720)rMOT(720)+JSTAT(100)+MSATL(100)*NSU(
u	 110),JFL(72)
READ 29DM7S20A!^H
3 2 FOR M AT (2A21
READ 39TNSTAT9TN5ATL9REELS
3 FORMAT (313)
DO 4 N5=1:9TNSTAT
READ 59JK,KSTAT,NSATL9(NUM(JKPI),NOT(I)•I=19NSATL)
5 FORMAT ( I3slX9A6_t g 1X•I29lX972(I29A2) )
IF (JK-NS)69,796
6 PRINT 8
80FORMAT (1H09118HSTOPPING----OATA CARDS OF STATIONS ARE DISORDERED.
1 CLEAR MACHINE AND PLACE DATA CARDS IN CORRECT ORDER. RERUN PROGRA
2M.)
C,nTn q
7 JSTAT(NS)=KSTAT
MSATL(NS)=NSATL
DO 10 K=1•NSATL
MOT(L)=NOT(K)
L L+1
10 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
NU=1
11 NSPU=1
MANY=O
r	 12 MANY=MANY+2*MSATL (N.5)+2
IF-(MANY-1.26)13,14915
13 IF (NS—TNSTAT) 16.14•.16
16 NSPU=NSPU+.1
NS=NS+l
GOT(! 12
s'	 15 NSPU=NSPU-1
NS=NS--'
IF (NSa-U)14917914
17 PRINT 18
180FORMAT (1H0 . 987HSTOPPING ---NSPU = 0	 132 CHARACTER-WIDE'PRINT-OUT
1 SHEET IS INSUFFICIENT FOR THIS JOB.)
GOT@ 9
14 N5U(N0)=N5PU
IF (NS—TNSTAT)19920.19
19 NS=N5+1
31
1
NU=NU+1
	 A
GOTO 11F
20 JXX=NU
IF (JXX-6)21.22923
23 IF (JXX-7)22924925
25 IF (JXX-8)24926927
27 IF (JXX-9)26928929
29 IF tJXX-10 )28 930.31
22 PRINT 32
320FORMAT (1H0967HOPERATOR ACTION PAUSE---- DIAL
 TAPE UNIT A4 TO A70
1RFSTART "ACHINF. )
PAUSE
RFWIND 7
GnTn 21
24 PRINT 33
330F-RMAT (1H0 g 70H0FPERATOR.ACTI0
-N PAUSE----. DIAL
 A4 TO A7 'AND B4 TO B7
1• RESTART MACHINE.)
PAUSF
RFWT Nn 7
RF14T Nn 17
GO-TO 21
26 PRINT 34
340FORMAT (1H0980HOPERATOR ACTION PAUSE----DIAL A4 TO A79 B4 TO B7 AN
In B2 TO BA. RESTART MACHINE.)
PAUSE
RFWI Nn .7
RF.WTNn 17
RFWINn IS
GTTn 21
28 PRINT 35
350FORMAT (1H0 00HOPERATOR ACTION PAUSE- -DIAL• A4 TO A79 B4 TO B79 B
12 TO 88 AND B1 TO B9. RESTART MACHINE)
PAUSE
REWIND 7
REWINn 17
RFWINr 18
RFWINn 19
GOTO 21
30 PRINT 36
360FORMAT (1H0911,9HGNERATOR ACTION `PAUSE----REPLACE REEL ON A2 WITH A
1N OUTPUT REEL. DIAL A2 TO A8 ►A4 TO A7,B4 TO B79B2 TO 88 AND B1 TO
2R9.l1H0925X,16HRE5TART MACHINE.-)
PAUSE
REWINn 7
RFW I Nn 17
RFWINn'18
RF.WINn 19
GOT@ 21
31 PRINT 37
370FORMAT (1H0#65HST0NNING-- INSUFFIC-IENT NG. OF PHYSICAL TAPE UNITS
1 FOR THIS J R B
GOTO 9
21 READ 38'vFDATE9FTIME•LDATE9LTIME
38 FORMAT (4A6)
nt?. 49 J=19JXX
GOTO (50951952+53+54,55.56+5'7958959)eJ
50.WRITE ( 3960)FDATE+FTIMF#LDATFPLTIMEgJ,JXX
GOTO 49	 -
51 WRITE'(15960 )FDATE+FTIME*LDATE'LTIME*J9JXX
GOTO 49
32
52 WRITE (16960)FDATEoFTIMEoLDATE,LTIME,J,JXX
GOTO 49
53 WRITE (21960)FDATE+FTIME+LDATE+LTIMF ► J•JXX
GOT@ 49
54 WRITE (22960)FDATE+FTIME,LDATFsLTIMFtJ+JXX
GO TM 49
55 WRITE (7960)FDATE+FTIMEtLDATE•LTIMEtJ,JXX
GMTOF 49
56 WRITE (17960)FDATE+FTIME.L.DATEoLTIME•JtJXX
G(5)TO- 49
57 WRITE (18960)FDATE+F,TIMEtLDATE,.LTIMEoJrJXX
GOTO- 49
58 WRITE (19#60)FDATEPFTIMEtLDATErLTIMEt.,19JXX
GMTO 49
59 WRITE ( 896 0)FDATE+FTIMF+LDATE+LTIME•JgJXX
600FORMAT (lHl/lH0/1H0/lH0/lH0/ 1H0/ lH0/lH0/lH0/lH0 /1HO/1110+49X927HOPE
1RATIONAL PREDICTIC-,NS FOR/1H 953X #18HSTATION SCHEDULING/1H0949X94HF
2ROM92X9A6tlX9A6/1H 951X92HT(D92X9A691X9A6/1H0956X95H(PART,IX,I2s1Xt
32HOF91X#I29lH)/lHl/1H0977HID. ID.NO. SATELLITE START—DATE STAR
'	 4T-TIME STOP —DATE STOP —TIME MIN * EL•/1H 924X950HY M D	 H M S
5	 Y M D	 H M S	 DEG.)
49 CONTINUF
JRF=1
JJ2=1
DO 61 JT= I.,TNSATL
READ 62sZ9IDENT*JSATL.NOStJSDATsJSTIM,JXDATrJXTIM,JNSI
62 FORMAT ( Al91X9A5,1X9A69A491X9A691XrA6.1X,A69lX9A6+1X+A5)
DO- 63 J=19JXX
GOTO (64965966967968969970971*72973)•J
64 WRITE (3974)Z.IDENT9JSATL9NOS9JSDAT9JSTIM9JXDAT9JXTIM9JPSI
GO-T0
- 63
65 WRITE (15974)Z9IDENT9JSATL9N(DS,JSOAT9JSTIM9JXI)ATtJXTIM,JPSI
GOTO 63
66 WRITE (16974)Z9IDENTtJSATL9N059JSDAT9JSTIMgJXDATrJXTIMtJPSI
GOTn 63
67 WRITE ( 21974)Z9IDENT.JSATL.N(DS9JSDAT9JSTIM,JXDAT9JXTIM9JPSI
GOTO 63
68 WRITE ( 22974)Z9IDENT9JSATL9N@59JSDAT9JSTIM9JX1)AT9JXTIM,JPSI
GnTn 63
69 WRITE (7.74) Z9 IDENT9JSATL9N@59JSDAT9JSTIM9JXDAT9JXTIM#JPSI
GOTO 63
70 WRITE(17974)Z9IDENT9JSATL+NO59JSDAT+JSTIM9JXDAT9JXTIM,JPSI
GOTH 63
71 WRITE ( 18974) Z-tIDENTJSATLtNOS,JSDATsJSTIM,JXDATrJXTIMtJPSI
GOT@ 63
72 WRITE (19*7&) ZoIDENTtJSATL9N@StJSDAT9JSTIM9JXDAT9JXTIM9JPSI
GOTO 63
73 WRITE ( 8 +74) wIDENT9JSATLsN@59JSDAT9JSTIM,JXDAT,JXTIMrJPSI
74 FORMAT (1H ►A194X9A5t3X9A69A49 1X9A696X9A696X9A695X9A69'5X t A5) .
63 CONTINUE
61 CONTINUE
NU=l
NS=O
L=0
K=0
75 NX=1
81 NS=NS+1JT
=I
76 L=L+1	 -
K=K+1
33
NOT(L)=MMT(K)
IF	 (JT—MSATL(NS))77978977
77 JT=JT+1
GMT@ 76
78 IF	 (NX—NS(J ( NU)) 79, 80 979
79 NX=NX +1
L=L+1
NOT(L)=r)OTS2
GMTO 81
80 'IF	 (NU—JXX)82983982
82 NU=NU+1
GOTO 75
83 READ (5984)KWORD9KDATE9KTIM9JK9I9KDA.Y9KEL
84 FORMAT	 (A291X9I691X9A491X9I391X9I391X9I392X9A2)
IF	 (KWORr)—JW0RD)83+85983
85 JOATF=KnATF
191 LXX=O
LSU=O
NX=O
DO 86 J=19JXX
MXX=NSU(J)
LSU=LSU+MXX
00 87 MN=I9MXX
NX=NX+1
LXX=LXX+MSATL(NX)
87 CONT I'NUF
LXX=LXX+MXX-1
GOT@	 (88989990991992993994995996997)9)
88 WRITE_(3998)KDATE'9KDAY9(JSTAT (NS)9N5 =19LSU)9(NOT(L)9L=19LXX)
GOTO 108
89 WRITE	 (15999)KDATE9KDAY9(JSTAT(NS)9NS=N19tSU)9(NO-T(L)rL=N291_XX)
GOTO 108
90 WRITE	 (169100)KDATE#KDAY9(JSTAT(NS)9NS=N19LSU)9(NO-T(L)9L=N2.9LXX)
GO-TO 108
91 WRITE	 (219.101)KDATE9KDAY*(JSTAT(NS)9,NS=NI9LSU)9(NJT(L)gL=N29LXX)
GO TO .,108
(	 92 WRITE'	 (229102)KDATE9KDAY9(JSTAT(NS)9NS=NI,LSU)9(N)T(L)gL_N29LXX1
GOT0.108
93 WRITE	 (7 9 103)KDATE+KDAY9(JSTAT(NS)9NS=NI,LSU)9(NOT( L )IPL = N2,,LXX) .
GOTH 10A
94 WRITE .(179104)KDATE+KDAYi,(JSTAT(NS)9NS=NI+LSU)9(NOT(L),L=N29LXX)
GO-TO-	 108.
95 WRITE	 (189105)KDATE9KDAYs(JSTAT(NS)9NS=N19LSU)9(N(DT(L),L=N29LXX)
GOT@ 108
96 WRITE	 (199106)KDATE#KDAY9(JSTAT(NS),NS=NI9LSU)9(NUT(L)tL=N29LXX)
	
k
GOT@ 1.08
	
►
97 WRITE
	 (89107)KDATE9KDAY9(JSTAT(NS)9NS=NI9LSU)9(NOT(L)9L=iV29LXX)
108 N1=LSU+1
N2=LXX+1	
-
86 CMNTINUF
JSKIP=1.
109 JT I M=K T I M
,N
MJK=1
NX =1
Jul,
-68 N =1
NS =1
°110 K=JK
M=1
111 IF	 (MJK-K) 112911'39112
34
112 NSATL=MSATL (NX )
DO 114 M=I,NSATL
JFL(N)=DASH
N=N+1
114 CMNTINUF
NX=NX+1
IF (NS—NSU(J))115g116,115
115 NS=NS+1
JEL(N)=DMTS2
N=N+1
GOT@ 129
116 N=N-1
GOTO (117,11891199120%1219122+123.1249125.126)•J
117 WRITE (39127)JTIM9(JFL(IN)9IN=1.N)
GO-TO- 128
118 WRITF (15v127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=19N)
GOTH 128
119 WRITE (16*127)JTIM*(JEL(IN)+IN=19N)
GOTO 128
120 WRITE t21^127)JTIM^(JELtIN)^IN=1.N)
GOTO- 128
121 WRITE (229127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)gIN=1+N)
GOTH 128
122'WRITE (7s127)JTIM+(JF.L(IN)9IN=19N)
GOTO 128
123 WRITE (179127)JTIM#(JEL(IN)9IN=1qN)
GOT@ 128
124 WRITE (18,127)JTTM9(JFL(IN) qIN=19N)
GO-TO 128
125 WRITE (1.9.127)JTIM+(JE0IN)9IN=19N)
GOTO 128
126 WRITE (8#127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)+IN=1+N)
127 FORMAT (1H ' 9A4, 3X972A2)
128 J=J+1
N=1
NS=1
129 *4JK =MJK+l
M=1
GOTC^ 111
113 IF (NUM(K,M)—I) 1309131.130
130 JFL(N)=hASH
132 M=M+1
N=N+l,
GOTO 113
131 JFL(N)=KEL
133 GOTO (1349135)rJJ2
134 READ (5+136)KDATE+KTIM.JK9I9KDAYoKEL
IF ( E(L)F) GC1T8 137
GO-TO 138
1.35 RFAD (6+116)KDATE+KTIM,JK9I9KDAY,KFL
IF (FOF)GnTn 137 0
GOT@ 138
136 FORMAT (3X+I6+1X.A4.1X•I3g1X.-Il91X•I3.2X,A2)
137 F'OF=.FALSE.
,	 'IF (JRE—RFELS)13991.409139
139 JRF=JRF+1
GOTO (1419142)•JJ2
141 REWIND 5
JJ2=2
GOTO 135
35
142 RFWINn 6
JJ2 n 1
GOT@ 134
140 JRE=IENr)
G@TO	 (1439144)9JJ2
143 REWIND 5
GOT@ 145
144 REWIND 6
GOT@ 145
138 IF	 (JDATE-KDATE)14591469145
146 'IF
	 (JTIM-KTIM)14591479145
147 IF	 (K-JK)14891499148
149 IF	 (NUM(K9M)-1)13291339150
150 PRINT	 151	 -
151 FORMAT	 (1HO936HSTOPPING ---- SORT ERROR ON INPUT TAPE)
G@TO 9
148 IF	 (M-MSATL(NX))1529153*152
152 M=M+1
N=N+1
JEL(N)=DASH
GO-TO 148.
153 NX=NX +1
I F	(N4-NSU(J))15491.559154
154 N=N+I
NS=NS+1
JFL(N)=nMT52
156 N=N+1 u
MJK=MJK+1
G0-TM	 1.10
E 155 GOT@	 (157,1589159,16091619162916.3 9 164 9 165 9 166)-9J
157 o'RITF	 (39127)JTIMq(,1FL(IN)9IN=19N)
GC, T@ 167
158 WRITE	 (159127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=1.9N)
GRT-0 16?
159 WRITE	 (':169127)JTIM9 (.JEL(IN) 9 LN=19N)
GOT@.16?
160 WRITE	 (219127).JTIM9(JFL(II4)9IN=19N)
GMT@ 167
H
161 WRITE	 (229127)JTIM9(,JEL(IN),IN=-19N)
GO- TO 167 A
162 WRITE.(7y127)JTIM9(JFL('IN)9IN=19N)
G@T@ 167
163
4
WRITE
	
(179127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)91N=1+N)
GMT@ 167
164 WRITE	 (189127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)g1N=19N)
GO-TO 167
165 WRITE	 (199127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)91:N=19N)
GMT	 167
16 WRITE	 (8s1'27)JTIMq(JEL('IN)9IN=19N)
167 J=J+1
MJK=MJK+1	 ,..
G@T@ 168
145 IF	 (M-MSATL(NX))16991709169
169 M=M+1
N=N+1
JFL(N)=nASH
GOT@ 145
170 NX=NX+1
IF	 (NS-NSU(J))17191729171
171 N=N+1
E NS=NS+1
36	 t
JFL (N )=0(^?T52M=0
GOT@ 169
172 GOTO	 ( 173917491759176917791789179918091819182) 9J
173 'WRITE	 (39127)JTIM9(JEL(IN) 9IN=19N)
GOTO 183
174 WRITE	 (159127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=19N)
GOTO 183
'. 175 WRITE	 ( 169127)JTIM9(JEL(IN) 9IN =19N)
GOT@ 183
176 WRITE	 (219127)JTIM9(JEL(IN) 9IN=19N)
GOTO 183
177 WRITE	 (229127) JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=19N)
GOTO 183
178 WRITE	 (79127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=1sN)
GOT@ 183
179 WRITE (179127) jTIM9(JEL(lN) 9IN=19N)
GOT@ 183
180 WRITF	 (189127)JTIM9(JEL(IN)9IN=19N)
GOTO 183
181 WRITE	 (19 9 127)JTIM9(JEL(IN) 9IN=19N)
G M T M 1. 8 1
182 WRITE. 	(89127 )JTIM9(JFL(IN)9IN =1+N)
183 IF	 (J-JX,X)18491859184
184 J=J+1
N=0
= NS=1
M=0
GOTO 169
1.85 IF - (JRF-IF`ND) 18,6+1879186
' 186 IF	 (JDATF-KOATE) 188-91,8991.88
188 DO 192 J =19JXX
GOTO	 ( 193 9 194,195.1969 197 9198 9199 9 2009201 9202) 9J
r--.. 19.3 WRITF	 (39203)
GMTM 192
_;. 1.94 WRITF	 (1.59203)
GMTO 192
195 WRITF	 (169203)
	
s
GOT@ .192
196 WRITE	 (219203)
GOTO •1.92
197 WRITE	 (229203)
SMTO 192
198 WRITF' (79203)
GMTO 192
E	 :; 199 WRITE	 (179203)
N r-. 011 	 192
200 WRITF	 (189203)
GO-TO 192
201 WRITE	 (199203)
GnTn 192
w	 202 WRITE	 (89'203)
203 FORMAT• (1 H 	 93HENn i
f 192 CONTINUE
GO-TO! 	 85
.	 189 IF	 (JSKIP-57)1.9091919190
190 JSKIP=JSK.IP+1
.,. GO-TO- 	 109
187 nn 204 J=19JXX
GOTO ,( 205`9206 9 207+208+209,210+211 921292139214) 9J
w,.
y205 WRITE	 (3921.5)JRE
GOT@ 204
206 WRITE
	
(15.,215)JRE
GOT@ 2 0
'207 WRITE	 (16.215)JRE
GOT@ 204
208 WRITF	 (219215)JRE
GOTO 204
2n9 WRITE
	 (229215)JRE .
GO-T0- 	 204
210	 WRITF	 (79'215)JRE
GOTO 204
211	 WRITF	 (179215)JRE
GO-TO-	 204
21 .2	 WRITE	 ( 189215 )JRE
GOT@ 204
213 WRITE	 (19 92 15)JRE
GO-TO 204
214 WRITE	 (89215)JRE
215 FORMAT	 (1H 93HFND/1H 9A694H RUN)
204 CONTINUE
4$ FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR FACH RUN. SEE APPENDIX B)'
99 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BF UPDATED FOR EACH RUN, SEE APPFNDIX B)
100 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR FACH RUN. SEE APPENDIX B) a
101 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BF UPDATED FOR FACH RUN * SEE APPENDIX B)
102 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR EACH RUN. SEE APPENDIX B)
103 FORMAT
k	 (FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR EACH RUN. SEE APPENDIX B)
104 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR EACH RUN. SEE APPENDI X 8)E
105 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BE UPDATED FOR FACH RUN. SEE APPFNDIX B)
106 FORMAT
(FORMAT MUST BF UPDATED FOR :FA.CH RUN. SF_.F APPENDIX R) -
107 FnI^MAT
_	 (FORMAT RUST BE UPDATED FOR EACH RUN. SEE APPFNDIX B)
9 STOP
FND
SIBMAP UN15
ENTRY
	
.UNIS,
.UN15. PZF	 ONIT15
UNIT15 FILE	 sB(I)+READY9INOUToBLK=229MULTIREELoBCD+HOLD+NQLIST
FNn
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4	 i14
SISMAP UN16
FNTRY .UN16.
.UN16• PZE UNIT16
UNIT16 FILE 9B(2)t READY9INOUTtBLK=229MULTIREELtBCDtHOLDrNU-LIST
END
SIBMAP UN21
ENTRY .UN21.
r,	 .LJN21•
	
PZF. UNIT21
UNIT21 FILE ,C(1) tRE.ADYt INOUTtBLKz229MULTIREELoBCDtHeLDtN(DLIST
e	
END
SIRMAP UN22
m	 ENTRY ,UN22.
r	 .UN22• P7F ONIT22
UNIT22 FILE t C(2)tREADY9INOUTtBLK=229MULTIREELtBCDtHOLD,NOLIST
END
SIBMAP UN07
ENTRY .UN07,
.1JN07 9	 P7F UNIT07
UNIT07 FILE 9A(3) tREADY ► INOUTtBLK=22tMULTIREELt3CDtHOLUtiNOLIST
FND
SIBMAP UN17.
FNTM, oUN17•
,VN179 PZF UNIT17
UNIT17 FILE tB(3)tREADYrINOUTtBLKR22tMULTIREELtBCDtHOLDtNWLIST
FNp
SIBMAP UN18
FNTRY *UN18
9 U 18, 'PZE UNIT18
UNIT18 FILE 98(`4)tREADYtINOUTtBLK=22tMULTIREELtBCDtH(DLDtNULIST
FND
SIRMAP UN19
ENTRY oUN19.
•tlN14•
	
P7F UNIT19
UN_I.719	 FILE. t8(5)tREADY91NE)UToBLKu229MULTIREELoBCDtH(DLD914(DLIST
FNI
SISMAP UNOS
ENTRY .UN08•
.lJN08• PZE UNIT08
UNIT08 FILE tA(4) tREADYtINOUToBLK=229MULTIREELtBCDrHOLDtNOLIST
END
SIBLDR FRWB
(RFLnCATABLE'BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FRW8)
SIBLDR FRWD
(RFLOECATABLE BINARY DECK FO	 SUBROUTINE FRWD)
SIBLDR FSLI
IRELOCATABLE BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FSL1)
SIBLDR FXFM
(RELOCATABLE BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE FXEM)
$IBLOR NOSYS
(RELOCATABLE BINARY DECK FOR SUBROUTINE NOSYS)
$I RLDR ,, GO. SY
(RFLOCATABLE BINARY DECK FORSUBROUTINE GOSYS')
(FND-OF— FI',LF CARD)
SFM'SYS
( FNf)—nF-F' I LP CARD)
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APPENDIX B
. ,F .: ,,.x
 , ...,a ,_	
,`PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
—NOT . FILMED"
FORMULATED FORMATS OF SUBPROGRAM 3
980FORMAT (1H197X+I692X*I3 /1H 94HTIME93X9A6*(2 *MSATL(1)-4)X9A6*(2*MSA
1TL(2)-4)X9A6 ► ------ tA69(2*MSATL(NSU(1))-4)XoA6/1H 93HH M.4X,72A2)
990FORMtiT (1H197X*I692X*13/1H 94HTIMEv3X*A69(2*MSATL(NSU(l)+1)-4)XtA6
19(2*MSATL(NSU(1)+2)-4)XtA69-- PA6+(2*MSATL(NSU(2))-4)X9A6/1H 93
2HH M94X72A2 )
1000FORMAT (1Hlr7Xol6+2X•I3/1H 94HTIME93X 9A69(2 *MSATL(NSU(2) +1)-4)XOA6
ls(2*MSATL(NSU( 2)+2)-4) XrA69 ------ •A6 ► (2*MSATL(NSU(3)1.-4)XoA6 /1H 93
n	 2HH M94X,72A2)
1010FORMAT (1H197XtI6+2X*I3 /1H 94HTIME93XtA6*(2 *MSATL(NSU(3)+1)-4)XOA6
19(2 *MSATL(NSU( 3)+2)-4)X.A6# ------- ,A69(2*MSA. TL(NSU(4))-4)XoA6 /1H 93
2HH M94Xr72A2)
1020FORMAT (1H197X9I6.2XPI3 /1H 94HTIME93X9A69(2*MSATL(NSU(4)+1)-4)X9A6 .
1 +(2*MSATL(NSU(4)+2)-4) XrA69 ------ 9A6r(2*MSATL(NSU(5))- 4)XtA6 /1H 93
2HH M ►4Xo72A2I
1030FORMAT (1H1+7X,I6+2X9I3/1H 94HTIM.Ef3X 9A6*(2 *MSATL(NSU(5)+1)- 4)XOA6.
19(2*MSATL(NSU(5) +2)-4)X9A69 -- rA6,*(2*MSATL(NSU(6))-4)XoA611H •3
2HH M94X972A21
1040FORMAT (IH197XsI6+2X9I3 /1H 94HTIME93X9A6*(2 *MSATL(NSU(6)+1)-4)XOA6
1+(2 *MSATL( NSU(6)+2)-4)'X+A6+- ----rA6+`(2*MSATL(NSU(7))-4)XOA6/1H r3
2HH M94X972A2)
1050FORMAT (lH1+7X.I6.2X,I3/1H 94HTIMEt3X9A69 (2*MS,"TL(NSU(7)+1)-4)XOA6
19(2*MSATL(NSU(7)+ 2)-4)XtA6s ------ ,A6,(2*MSATL(NSU(8))-4)XrA6/1H 93
2HH M94X972A2 )
1060FORMAT (lH197X9l6t2XoI3/lH ,4HTIMEr3X.A6.(2*MSATL(NSU(8)+1)-4)XtA6
1.(2*MSATL(NSU( 8)+2)-4) X9A69 ------ :A69(2*MSATL(NSU(9))-4)XoA6/1H 93
2HH M94X#72A21
1070FORMAT (1H197X9I6o2X#-I3/1H 94HTIME93X'rA69(2*MSATL(NSU(9)+1)-4)X#A6
1•(2*MSATL(NSU(9)+2)-4) XrA6.t ------ rA6:9(2*MSATL(NSU(10))-4)XtA6/1H •
23HH M94X972A2)
m
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